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OUR PRIORITIES -PART TWO 

 

Some things just seem to happen by themselves 

The house just seems to get dirtier and messier by itself    We 

don’t particularly do anything.   It just happens all by itself.    

The speed at which It happens is directly related to the 

number of kids and dogs that you have.     We don’t 

deliberately set out for it to be dirtier or messier.   WE don’t 

wake up and think.   I am going to make a big mess today and 

make the place dirtier.   It just happens 

The garden always moves towards becoming a jungle.   We 

don’t plan for it to be a jungle.  We don’t go and plant weeds 

in it,  lovingly care for those weeds.     Water them , fertilizer 

them.   No, if just happens all by itself.   We look out the 

window and discover the grass is a foot high and the garden 

is full of weeds 

WE don’t plan to get older and slower.    We think we will 

remain young forever.   And then one day we wake up and 

discover some grey hair,.    We find that the piano that we 

have shifted before is just the little bit heavier and ones back 

is just the little bit less strong      What we used to do easily 

now we find just seems to take that little bit more effort. 

My point is this.   Unless we deliberately set aside time to 

clean the house and intentionally make an effort to put 

things away,    the house soon gets very messy 

Unless we deliberately mow the lawns and weed the garden,   

things get overgrown. 

Unless we work on our fitness and our health  it just seems to 

deteriorate.   

Lots of things in life seem to move in a certain direction, 

unless one takes intentional action to counter this.    

Similarly If we do nothing intentional,   we naturally tend to 

spend time with people who are like us.     They are a similar 

age and stage of life to us.      When we are at school, we 

hang out with our year group.  When we are young adult, we 

hang out with other young adults.   When we have young kids 

, we hang out with other parents.    When we are retired, we 

hang out with other people whoa are retired,  It just naturally 

happens.   

Adding to this generational divide is the rapid change in 

society.   They say that society has changed more in the last 

50 years than the previous 500 years.      Nothing illustrates 

this better than technology.    I can remember when Hargest 

got its first computers.   I can remember the beginning of the 

internet.    I can remember the start of social media.       I can 

also remember life without these things.       And although my 

kids struggle to believe it,    we survived.  Life was not that 

terrible without a cell phone.  WE didn’t go to be depressed 

because we could not text our mates.   

But music and technology and attitudes about things are very 

different between generations.        More than just a stage of 

life difference, it is a whole world view difference.    

WE have as one of our priorities to be intentionally 

intergenerational.      And we use the word intentional 

because  without being intentional, the natural direction of 

movement is towards being the opposite of intergenerational    

which I suppose  you could say is being generational. 

In some cultures and societies multiple generations of a 

family would live together.   In fact possibly that is the norm 

still in many  parts of the world.  It is often true for Polynesian 

and Māori  families.    Some of this is driven by poverty and 

lack of social welfare system and some by values and world 

view.   

Urbanization and mobility has meant  extended families no 

longer live in the same location.   So there are a whole lot of 

factors that lead to the point that connection between 

generations has changed significantly.   Now kids are growing 

up with no grandparents that they see regularly.  Young 

adults who no significant older people in their lives.   People 

in their 60’s who have no meaningful relationships with any 

children or teenagers. 

There are a lot of forces that are creating silos of generations.     

This is the case in church as well with ministries that focus on 

particular age groups.   

But you might ask the question.    Ok, but is there any 

theological basis for trying to be more  intergenerational?  Or 

is this just another fad?  

The Bible is written into a culture that is incredibly different 

from our own.  Extended families did tend to live together.      

Half of all children did not reach 12.    Children had free range 

in the family compound.     Older parents, their sons and their 

wives, and the children all were together.      Once the elderly 

father died, the oldest son would become the patriarch of the 

family.     Women lived in the rear of the house.   Men lived in 

the front of the house to protect the women.   Children could 

move freely between any area of the house.  The patriarch of 

the family was the key decision maker.    

So when the Bible uses the word family, this is what they 

were referring to.      It was by definition intergenerational, 

but it was also patriarchal  

There is clear  Biblical instruction that the older generations 

had a responsibility to pass faith to next generations   This 

instruction is in Old and New Testaments.  (Deuteronomy 

6:4–9, NLT)   (Deuteronomy 6:20–22, NLT)   (Titus 2:2–8, 

NLT).  But this did not always happen    (Judges 2:8–10, NLT) 

 
Both testaments also teach that the younger generations 

have  a responsibility to have humility; to  learn from those 



 

who are older and to respect those who are older.    

(Proverbs 4:1–3, NLT)    (Leviticus 19:32, NLT)    (1 Timothy 

5:1–2, NLT) 

There is always a confidence  in those who are young.     That 
is a good thing.    They take risks, step out in faith and do new 
things.    But with that confidence comes an arrogance.   
What can they teach me?    Can’t even use a cell phone 
properly.     What can I learn of them?   It is easy for the 
young to not respect those who are older in life and faith.    
 

The church of the New Testament is described with lots of 

different metaphors and one of them is that of a family.        

That to it’s readers,  would have meant being  

intergenerational.     (Ephesians 2:19, NLT) 

But family model  they would have been thinking about was 

also very patriarchal and hierarchical.    Church has tended to 

inherit that model.    Unfortunately  we still have churches in 

NZ today where only men can lead.       

But Jesus turned this on it’s head    He said we can learn from 

children.     (Matthew 18:1–4, NLT)    He said Leadership is 

about servanthood, not authority.    (Mark 10:42–45, NLT) 

• Paul also radically redefined the structures within 

the church.    

We are all filled with the Spirit as children of God and are all 

equal under God and all have gifts and a role to play.    

(Galatians 4:6–7, NLT)   When Paul taught we are All children 

under God, to the patriarchal hierarchy,   he is saying:  

Actually, you a child under the Lordship of the Father.   This is 

a Radical redefinition for the  patriarch of the family.     

Each member of the family has a part to play.   (Romans 
12:4–5, NLT)      That is the church is not complete without 
our children, our youth, our middle aged and our seniors 
using their gifts and playing their part.     The idea of a single 
generation church is totally foreign concept.    
Each is filled with the Spirit of God,    regardless of  so called 
human status.   (Galatians 3:28, NLT) 
We are to submit to one another. I.e. respect, learn from, 

serve and grow from each other.   (Ephesians 5:21, NLT) 

You can see this was a radical re ordering of what it meant to 

be a family.   The older generation has a responsibility to pass 

on faith to the next generation and the younger generation 

need to be willing to receive this with respect.   That has not 

changed from old to new testament.     But there is no longer 

male  authoritarian leadership.     This is the big change with 

Jesus death.  WE are learning off each other and are all equal.   

All can teach each other.   All have a role to play God’s family.    

So.   Compare cultures.     From Bible to now. 

On one hand.     Our society is moving to reject patriarchal 

leadership model in family,  workplace, and  church.         This 

is moving closer to Biblical ideal.   

But on the other hand.     Pressures and structures of our 

society have created a far bigger gap between generations 

than maybe was the case in NT times. 

So the question is .   How do we counter this and be 

intentionally intergenerational as a church community?    

How can we pass faith from one generation to another?   

What does it mean in practical terms.    We certainly don’t 

have all the answers.     This Is a journey that we are on.    
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Questions for Reflection and Discussion 

• Who is someone of a different generation that has 

influenced you ?  

• How convinced are you that being an 

intergenerational community is important?   Or 

even Biblical?   

• How is being intergenerational far more than just 

about children and youth ministry? 

• Why do you think  so many of our children  are 

rejecting the Christian faith?     (this is not to guilt 

trip anyone whose children were bought up in the 

faith and have now walked away)   

• How can we be better as a church community in 

passing our faith to the next generation?       

• Brain storm on how a person in each of these life 

stages could be “intentional” about being 

intergenerational ? 

o Teenager 
o Young adult  20-34 
o Married without kids   
o Parent(s) with child 
o Older single person (35+)  
o Empty nester ( 45- 60) 
o Senior (60+) 

 

• Which ideas are relevant to you at the 
moment? 
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